Fall 2020

AS AM 1: INTRO TO ASIAN AM HISTORY
Professor Xiaojian Zhao

AS AM 2: AMERICAN MIGRATION
Professor John S.W. Park

AS AM 100AA: CHINESE AMERICANS
Lecturer Jason Stohler

AS AM 100DD: KOREAN AMERICANS
Professor John S.W. Park

AS AM 100EE: VIETNAMESE AMERICANS
Professor erin Khuê Ninh

AS AM 100HH: SOUTHEAST ASIAN AMERICANS
Continuing Lecturer Ben Zulueta

AS AM 107: THIRD WORLD SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
Professor Diane Fujino

AS AM 108: ASIAN AMERICAN ACADEMIC RHETORIC
Professor erin Khuê Ninh

AS AM 118: ASIAN AMERICANS IN POPULAR CULTURE
Assistant Professor Alexander Cho

AS AM 125: ASIAN AMERICAN PLAYS*
Assistant Professor Jessica Nakamura
*Cross-listed with THTR 180F

AS AM 131: ASIAN AMERICAN WOMEN’S HISTORY
Lecturer Jason Stohler

AS AM 161 - ASIAN AMERICAN RELIGION
Teaching Associate Philip Deslippe

AS AM 175 - THEORY AND METHOD IN ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES
Professor Xiaojian Zhao